5D Light Field Video Capture
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Figure 1: 5D Light Field Capture seen from behind the scene
While plenoptic still imaging, mostly due to the small baseline / frustum and the limited single sensor resolution, has not reached market impact, multi-view video remains to be a very hot topic. With baselines of only a small percentage of the picture width respectively height, multi-view video capture becomes sparse light field capture! This short paper introduces 5D sparse light field capture, i.e. a rig based capture system enabling a balanced spatial, angular and temporal resolution.

The Capture Device
Camera rigs with several tens of cameras avoid the limitation of plenoptic dense light field capture:
- The spatial resolution due to several tens of single sensors is dramatically increased.
- The relation between spatial and angular resolution is healthier than with most plenoptic cameras.
- The effective aperture and hence light sensitivity is large.
- By careful control of the exposure time the 5th dimension (temporal) can be exploited.

We have built a camera rig consisting of 64 1920x1200@40fps full-HD cameras (Figure 1) and designed a sync plane enabling a controlled adjustment of the temporal behaviour of the rig:
- The frequency is controlled in a way that the cameras are genlocked. They all run with the same frame-rate.
- The phase is controlled per camera resp. per sub-array. With this we can subdivide the frame into a variable number of sub-frames and consequently increase the temporal resolution up to a factor as large as the number of cameras with overlapping frustum.

In the paper we will denote light field still imaging as 4D light fields ([3]), synchronized light field video as 4.5D light fields ([2]) and sub-framed light field video as 5D light field video. We choose 5D to denote that in theory each ray can carry four spatial and one temporal dimension.

The HaToy scene
To demonstrate the advantages of sub-framing we’ve setup a scene with moving toys and tools (Figure 2). A kids mobile, travelling trains, a spin-top and a speed controlled CD drive are assembled to produce all kinds of temporal behaviour: Occlusion and dis-occlusion, translation, rotation and scaling can be seen. At each time instance only parts of the texture on the CD and the spin-top are visible. Due to excellent lighting (we use ~20 thousand Lux of lighting) we can capture with exposure times as small as 350 µs and hence maintain a good spatial resolution even for fast moving objects. The CD drive is controlled to turn with 40 or 80 rps (2.4k or 4.8k rpm), perfectly matching the frame-rate of the array. The full texture can hence only be revealed by sub-framing with at least 2 sub-frames.

Sub-Framing
When sub-framing, we consider locality: Neighbouring cameras have the largest scene overlap and hence when producing N sub-frames, local sub-arrays with N cameras should contain all possible phases. In addition, the phases should be equidistantly spaced. This ensures that the temporal resolution is increased by a factor of N while keeping the angular relationship between the motion phases as close as possible. There is no solution fully fulfilling the constraints, hence we implemented a flexible sub-framing pattern by extending the so called Bit Reversal Permutation to two dimensions. This is achieved by interleaving the permuted bits to preserve the significance. The general result, bit reversal permuting S² cameras, is given in Figure 3. MATLAB®-code is freely available. For evaluation of subframing patterns we’ve also setup a Blender ([1]) environment which generates a complete set of sub-frames and by sub-sampling is able to produce arbitrary sub-frame patterns.
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